SNUGPAK SOFTIE ELITE 2 SLEEPING BAG
An all round two season sleeping bag, supplied with its own compression stuff sack. Temp Rating: 36°F / 27°F (0°C / -5°C). Weight: 46oz. Length: 86”. Chest: 65” + EPS. Color: Olive. Pack Size: 8” x 8” (fully compressed) $152.15

SNUGPAK SOFTIE ELITE 3 SLEEPING BAG
Olive..........................P/N 13-08779 .................$194.65

SNUGPAK SOFTIE 4 HAWK SLEEPING BAG

SNUGPAK JUNGLE BAG SLEEPING BAG
The Jungle Bag is an ideal sleeping bag for tropical conditions. Travelsoft insulation was selected and chosen for its exceptional performance in hot and humid conditions. Can be opened out into a blanket for more versatility. Concealed roll away mosquito netting which can be looped over the face. Temp Rating: Comfort: 45°F / Low 36°F (7°C / 2°C). Weight: 27oz. Length: 86”. Chest: 60”. 45°F / Low 36°F (7°C / 2°C). Pack Size: 6” x 6” (fully compressed) Black..................P/N 13-08783 .................$75.65
Olive..........................P/N 13-08782 .................$75.65
Desert Tan....................P/N 13-10258 .................$75.65
Red............................P/N 13-10259 .................$75.65

PROFORCE DRI-SAK
Store your sleeping bag, clothing, and any other items you want to keep dry in a Dri-Sak™. They are seam taped, nylon with a TPU Film Lamination to ensure protection if your gear takes an unexpected dive into the water. They are a great addition that can be used in conjunction with any of the Snugpak® backpacks or any other backpacks. Not intended to be submerged for extended periods of time. Roll-top closure must be closed correctly (recommended rolling 3 times and buckled to keep contents dry). Contact with abrasive or sharp objects can damage and/or compromise the integrity and waterproofness of our Dri-Sak bags. Rings for securing if necessary. Color: Olive/Black (reversible). Compactness: 10.25” x 4.75” mid-folded (260 x 120mm) P/N 13-10253 ..................$84.15

PROFORCE SUPERLITE MAT
Offering the lightest and most compact options, using the very latest ultra light materials, meet the highest standards for quality and reliability. Ultra-lightweight 20D rip-stop polyester top and base fabric. Quality ultra-lightweight, vertically drilled 14kg/m3 PU foam core for lasting performance and full inflation. TPU membrane for air-tight seal. Easy valve can be locked while adding air by mouth. Mats supplied with stuff sack matching upper fabric, retaining band and repair kit. Size: 72” x 20” x 1” (1830 x 510 x 25mm). Temp Range: 9°F to 30°F (-15°C to +5°C). Color: Olive/Black (reversible). Compactness: 10.25” x 4.75” mid-folded (260 x 120mm) P/N 13-10274 .................$179.25

PROFORCE EMERGENCY SURVIVAL BAG
The NDūR Emergency Survival Bag comes in a small compact package size but yet opens into a full sized sleeping bag that will fit a fully clothed adult. It is made of a strong insulating material which reflects back 90% of the user’s body heat. It not only helps to provide protection in various weather conditions but also prevents and assists treatment of Hypothermia. P/N 13-08798 ..................$68.00

PROFORCE COMBAT CASUALTY BLANKET
The NDūR Emergency Survival Blanket is made of strong insulating materials that reflects 90% of radiant body heat, reversible olive to silver. This large survival blanket provides emergency protection in all weather conditions. Blankets are used as first response for preventing hypothermia in trauma cases. Hypothermia in trauma cases occurs regardless of ambient temperature. Stopping heat loss should begin immediately. It can also be used as a signaling device for easy identification P/N 13-08797 ..................$3.40

PROFORCE BACKPACKER MOSQUITO NET
Supplied with hanging kit and stuff sack, very compact, single point net for occasional use when backpacking without a mesh tent. Fits snugly over single bed. The double strength valance with tent peg loops makes it ideal for outside use with a sleeping bag and pad. Treated with Deltamethrin as recommended by the World Health Organization, for added protection against insect borne diseases such as Malaria, Dengue Fever and Encephalitis. Color: Olive. Weight: 8 oz. P/N 13-08791 .................................................$33.15

SNUGPAK SOFTIE ELITE 4 SLEEPING BAG
The Softie® 4 Hawk is a multifunctional three season sleeping bag that covers most US temperatures and can be easily up rated to a four season bag by adding a Snugpak® liner. Temp Rating: Comfort: 23°F / Low 14°F (-5°C / -10°C). Pack Size: 9” x 9” (fully compressed) P/N 13-08777 ..................$239.25

SNUGPAK® IONOSPHERE
The Ionosphere 2™ by Snugpak® is an extremely small and compact 1 person tent. The Ionosphere™ has the lowest profile and is great for those looking for a 1 person tent to keep out of the elements. Just like The Bunker™, the Scorpion 3™ and Scorpion2™ the Ionosphere™ also has a 5000mm PU Coated Fly. The Ionosphere™ has a single entry point and all seams are seam taped. A very impressive small compact tent by anyonees standard. 1 Door, All seams are taped sealed Alloy Stakes (14 + 2 Spare Stakes), Comes with a Repair Kit to allow for repairs while on the move if needed. P/N 13-10260 .................................................$194.65

SNUGNUT
The Snugnut is an insulated hat and earmuffs in one. Constructed from the same high performance fabrics and Softie insulation used in our high performance sleeping bags this UK made deerstalker style has a very low profile and to the skin to maximize the moisture management properties. Weight: 1.2 oz. P/N 13-10267 .................................................$44.25

SNUGNUT
The Snugnut is an insulated hat and earmuffs in one. Constructed from the same high performance fabrics and Softie insulation used in our high performance sleeping bags this UK made deerstalker style has a very low profile and to the skin to maximize the moisture management properties. Weight: 1.2 oz. P/N 13-10267 .................................................$44.25

PILe PANTS
Temperature: 23°F / 14°F -5°C / -10°C. Team up these pile lined Paratex Light pants with either the Snugpak® Pile Smock or Pile Elite Smock for an exceptionally warm wicking base layer system. Designed to be worn next to the skin to maximize the moisture management properties. Weights: 23oz to 27oz (Depending on Size).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Olive Price</th>
<th>Black Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>13-10264-L $179.25 13-10265-L $179.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>13-10264-M $179.25 13-10265-M $179.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large</td>
<td>13-10264-L $179.25 13-10265-L $179.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XL</td>
<td>13-10264-XL $179.25 13-10265-XL $179.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXL</td>
<td>13-10264-XXL $179.25 13-10265-XXL $179.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice